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Abstract— The best test of vehicular adhoc network is to distinguish the false node in the network. These false node  can 

cause numerous perilous circumstances to the vehicles. The answer for this is the F measure based VANET.F measure 

bunch the se of hubs into groups and appoint a load to every hub in light of the contention in the network.The most 

noteworthy clash causing node  set will get most elevated weight value and those node set will considered as false in the 

network. This permits the organization to identify bogus hubs all the more precisely with greatest accuracy and least 

review. Framework utilizes a half encryption strategy to lessen the time intricacies in the network. This assists with moving 

alongthe exactness and proficiency of the network. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

Vehicular adhoc network (VANET) is a sort of  wireless 

network and it requires least framework for setting up a 

network. VANETs in light of F measure method assists 

with identifying the misleading hubs all the more precisely 

from the network. Framework remembers the estimation of 

accuracy and review for request to diminish the blunders in 

the framework. It additionally utilizes half encryption to 

decrease the time intricacies. 

 

Framework involves two sorts of directives for sending the 

position and keys between the nodes in the network. With 

the data acquired by those messages, every node attempts 

to recognize regardless of whether its neighbors are false 

or not. Right off the bat it involves an immediate strategy 

for distinguishing the false nodes in view of the 

correspondence scope of every node in the network.  

 

Then, at that point, it utilizes a n circuitous strategy, which 

contrasts two of the neighbors and itself. In the event that 

any contention happens, it denotes that node as false. 

Framework likewise utilizes a jumble count based strategy. 

In this, mismatch  count of every node is determined and 

the node having most mismatch  count consider is set as 

false node. 

 

In F measure based strategy, framework bunches the nodes  

into various groups and each bunch is investigated over 

and again. Whenever it distinguishes a conflict node, then 

relegate a load to it. The weight  of every node  is 

augmented when the contention emerges because of that 

node  increments. Accordingly the framework structures 

various bunches with high weighted node  set. Along these 

lines the node  set with most elevated weight is considered 

as the false nodes 

Vehicular adhoc network (VANET) is a type of wireless 

network that does not requires any stable infrastructure 

[1]. Vanet forms a network by connecting different 

vehicles on the road and used to transmit messages among 

them as in the form of warnings or data. In order to 

identify the false node that provide wrong information and 

to increase the accuracy, system uses F measure based 

mechanism. It also uses half encryption in order to reduce 

the time of transmission of messages. 
 

In Vanet, it is very important to detect the position of each 

node. The most nearest neighbour node can pass correct 

information to the other node. It is very helpful in road 

safety and traffic management schemes. But most of the 

schemes are failed to detect the false node that transmit 

wrong information to the network. The F measure based 

proposed mechanism increases the accuracy of detecting 

such false nodes within small time period. By using these 

messages each node will get the positions of every other 

node. System uses different methods to detect the fake 

nodes. Firstly the system checks whether all the nodes are 

in the communication range of the network based on the 

position obtained by each nodes. If not, it will not consider 

those nodes for the transmission of messages. Then the 

system checks in an indirect way. 
 

II. RELATED WORK  
 

Getting cautioning message spread in VANET utilizing 

CNPV algorithm assists with recognizing the hub that 

gives wrong data framework [1]. CNPV algorithm works 

in two rounds. During these rounds, every hub 

communicates their public and private keys, hubs 

positions, hub id and so forth. By utilizing this data 

framework can recognize the hub that passes mistaken 

information. The primary point of CNPV is to find the 

place of the neighbor hub and to check them as true or 

false. 
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VANET based ambient ad-dissemination system provides 

security for the ad-dissemination with pragmatic cost and 

effect control[2]. Framework utilizes distance based 

gradient algorithm for working on the impact of 

advertisement scattering. It additionally utilizes security 

saving money in calculation to give participation among 

vehicles in the organization. 

 

Cryptographic component utilized in VANET assists with 

distinguishing Sybil attack efficiently [3].Sybil attack 

efficiently acquaints false  characters with the framework. 

There by it can make a feeling that there are numerous 

different vehicles in the organization. This can make peril 

circumstance to the vehicles in the network. Sybil attack  

location in view of cryptographic system gives some 

security angles like validation, information honesty, non 

renouncement and protection. 

 

Nonline of sight (NLOS) confirmation in VANET utilizing 

secure helpful methodology gives security and uprightness 

to the confinement administration [4]. NLOS is a state 

made by obstructions in the street between vehicles, which 

will brings about non-dividing of data among the hubs. 

Agreeable neighborhood confirmation assists with setting 

off the check interaction and keeping away from the 

acknowledgment of mistakes. 

 

OppCast in VANET assists with accomplishing most 

extreme admonition message bundle gathering proportion 

and quick message spread with least number of 

transmission [5]. It additionally utilizes twofold stage 

broadcast procedure for getting quick spread of messages 

in a single stage and to accomplish most extreme bundle 

gathering apportion in another stage. Broadcast 

affirmations are likewise given to keep away from 

rehashed transmissions. 

 

Robust congestion control schemes are utilized in VANET 

for quick and  reliable dissemination of messages[7]. 

Framework comprises of three stages need task stage, clog 

identification stage and reference point transmission stage. 

Beacon  messages contain data about the vehicles, for 

example, vehicle speed, course, position and so forth. 

Needs are doled out in view of the quantity of safe 

messages sitting tight for transmission. 

 

Vehicular conduct investigation in VANET assists with 

recognizing the reliability of vehicles [10]. Every vehicle 

can ascertain the reliability of its closest vehicles. For that, 

results of various social modules are joined. Dependability 

esteem appointed to every vehicle can be traded and in 

light of this vehicles are partitioned into the classifications 

reliable, conniving and impartial. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

In Vanet, recognizing the place of every node is vital. The 

most closest neighbor node can pass right data to the next 

hub. It is extremely useful in street well being and traffic 

the board plans. Yet, the greater part of the plans are 

neglected to distinguish the misleading hub that 

communicate wrong data to the organization. The F 

measure based proposed instrument expands the exactness 

of distinguishing such bogus hubs inside modest period. 

 

Framework initially sends two kinds of messages between 

the nodes in the network. They are HELLO and 

DISCLOSURE messages as in CNPV [1]. By utilizing 

these messages every node  will get the places of each and 

every other node. Framework utilizes various techniques to 

distinguish the fake node. The framework, first and 

foremost, checks whether every one of the nodes  are in the 

correspondence scope of the network in view of the 

position got by every nodes. If not, it won't think about 

those nodes for the transmission of messages. Then the 

framework checks in a backhanded manner. 

 

In mismatch  count based technique, every node that is 

recognized as false will get a mismatch count. Those nodes  

that got most mismatch count  consider will think about the 

false node. This technique increments accuracy  when 

contrasted and other two strategies. Be that as it may, 

every one of these strategy take huge time case for the 

execution. So the framework utilizes another technique in 

view of F measure. Framework additionally utilizes half 

encryption strategy to lessen the time taken for execution. 

 

 
Figure 1:Aarchitecture-F measure 

 

F measure is the mean of accuracy and review. Accuracy 

demonstrates the quantity of nodes that is accurately 

grouped from a bunch of accepted nodes that is accurately 

ordered. Yet, review demonstrates the quantity of nodes 

that is wrongly grouped from the arrangement of expected 

nodes  that is accurately characterized. It lessens the level 

of bogus up-sides. So by lessening the level of review and 

by expanding the level of accuracy, framework can give 

more precise outcomes. So framework can identify the vast 

majority of the phony nodes in the network. 

 

In F measure based strategy, it shapes every hub with its 

closest nodes as a small graph  with associating ways. 
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Then, at that point, it checks whether there is any struggles 

or any disappointment of way is in that diagram. Assuming 

this is the case framework chooses the nodes that makes 

clashes the network  as a different group . Frameworks 

likewise rank that hub by giving a load as 1. Then, at that 

point, it again checks whether a similar node make any 

issue other arrangement of nodes. Assuming this is the 

case, its position becomes augmented. On proceeding with 

this, the framework will get a bunch of nodes that makes 

clashes the network with a particular weight or rank. 

 

System uses half encryption as a technique to reduce the 

time taken for the execution of the system. In normal 

message transmission in Vanet, it takes more time for the 

execution because it contains large message size and all 

these messages needs to be encrypted, so it takes more time 

instant. 

 

Half encryption is a technique that performs one 

encryption and double decryption. It performs encryption 

of public and private keys of each node I the sending side. 

At the receiving side, these keys are retrieved by 

performing decryption twice. It also improves the security 

of the system. 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

Experiments are conducted on Intel Core i3 processor with 

CPU of 2.40GHz. The X and Y positions of each node are 

used to locate the position of each node. The position 

information and the public and private keys for each node 

are used as the messages that sent between the nodes. The 

false node identification in VANET helps to improve the 

efficiency of the system in many ways. It helps to improve 

the network performance by reducing the recall and 

increasing the precision. This also allows the network to 

detect the false nodes within small time interval. 

 

Precision is a measure helps to identify the amount of data 

that are accurate from the set of assumed results. Precision 

helps to improve the accuracy of the system by correctly 

classifying the false nodes. The x axis of the graph shows 

the number of suspicious or false nodes and the y axis 

shows the precision of the system. As the number of 

suspicious nodes increases, precision also increases. Thus 

the system provides more accurate result than all other 

existing systems 

 

After performing this, system will take the average of the 

cluster or set. Average will be taking as 4 times the 

average value calculated, so that all nodes will be in the 

range. Then based on the average value, it again performs 

clustering the nodes. First cluster will contains nodes 

whose value below average and second cluster will 

contain nodes whose value above average. The node that 

belongs to above average cluster will contains the fake 

nodes. There by system detects most of the fake nodes 

from the network. This method decreases the percentage 

of false positives. Thus it produces more accurate result. 

 
Figure 2: Precision Graph 

 

System uses an F measure technique in order to identify 

the false nodes in the network. From this obtained F 

measure, it also helps to detect the percentage of precision. 

System shows improved precision percentage even if the 

number of suspicious nodes increases. First the system 

performs direct, indirect and mismatch based techniques to 

identify the false nodes. But all of these techniques show 

less accurate results. In order to improve the accuracy, F 

measure based technique is used. 

 

Recall is a measure used to identify the amount of data that 

are not correct from the set of correctly assumed result. It is 

also called false positive. As the value of recall decreases, 

the system will produce more accurate results. From the 

graph it is clear that the recall of the system is always a 

smaller value for any number of suspicious nodes. 

 

In indirect method, each node checks whether the nodes 

that passes messages to them are in correct position or not. 

If it is in same position, then node announces it as true 

node. Otherwise it announces them as false. But it is not 

an accurate way for detecting the false nodes. So system 

uses another method based on the mismatch count. 

 

 
Figure 3: Recall 
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Encryption is the mechanism for providing security to the 

system. It reduces the rate of attacks to the network. The 

system uses a half encryption technique where one 

encryption and double decryption is performed. It helps to 

reduce the time taken for message transmission 

 

 
Figure 4: Time Graph 

 

In half encryption, amount of data transmitted is lesser 

than the full encryption. So it also reduces the complexity 

of message transfer. From the graph it is clear that, for any 

set of nodes, the time required for half encryption is lesser 

than old approaches. 

 

Framework again plays out one more clustering on the 

chose set of conflict causing nodes. It again isolates the 

most noteworthy weighted node  to one more set. Then 

dole out new position as 1. Again really takes a look at the 

isolated nodes s as a chart to recognize the conflict . In the 

event that recently isolated node again makes any conflict , 

the framework will augment the node consider 2. By this, 

framework will again get most separated set that contains 

the greater part of the fake node. 

 

The greatest challenge of vehicular adhoc network is to 

identify the false node in the network. These false nodes 

can create many dangerous situations to the vehicles. The 

solution for this is the F measure based VANET. F 

measure group the se of nodes into clusters and assign a 

weight to each node based on the conflict in the network. 

The highest conflict causing node set will get highest 

weight value and those node set will considered as false 

nodes in the network. This allows the network to detect 

false nodes more accurately with maximum precision and 

minimum recall. System uses a half encryption technique 

to reduce the time complexities in the network. This helps 

to improve the accuracy and efficiency of the network. 

 

V  CONCLUSION AND  FUTURE SCOPE 

 

F measure based vehicular adhoc network assists with 

distinguishing the false nodes in the framework with 

further developed accuracy. This structures various groups 

of nodes and in view of the heaviness of nodes, framework 

distinguish the misleading hubs. The node set with most 

elevated weight will be considered as the false nodes in the 

network. This recognition will require some investment 

with the assistance of half encryption. Half encryption is a 

strategy which performs one encryption and twofold 

decoding. In this manner it lessens the time and builds the 

security and execution of the framework. F measure based 

strategy assists with diminishing the review and increment 

the accuracy for quite a few nodes in the network. 

 

In future, it can utilize various methods to decrease the  

overhead of the framework by lessening the quantity of 

messages communicated between the nodes in the network 
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